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Rene Allard is among the
trainers not allowed to race at
the Meadowlands, but track
owner Jeff Gural refuses to say
why

Harness Racing Icon Bill Perretti Dead at 87...See
page 2

Banning Trainers is Not Enough, Gural Needs to

Explain Why

By Garnet Barnsdale
   The Meadowlands management banned two more trainers
this week - PJ Fraley and Alvin Callhan - with nary a word as
to why. While Jeff Gural and his team are widely lauded -
and rightfully so - for saving harness racing in New Jersey
mostly by focusing on the "customer", the elephant in the
grandstand when a horseman is "excluded" from racing is:
shouldn't the public be told why?  
   Understanding the law supports Gural and crew anytime

they exclude a participant,
surely they must know that
tossing a trainer off the
grounds raises questions in
bettors minds as to why -
that is, what are these
guys doing that others
aren't that require them to
be removed? The need for
a statement of some kind,
even a vague one, is even
more pressing when the
trainer is supported by
statements made by an
owner, such as this one
supplied by Jeff Bamond,

one of Fraley's main owners and co-owner of three-time Dan
Patch winner for Older Pacing Mare Androvette. He said: "I
will say that I am going to stand by P.J. Whatever they are
saying happened is false and we will, maybe, pursue this a
different way." 
   When I read "whatever they are saying is false" the first
question that comes to mind is, of course, WHAT are they
"saying"?
   The Meadowlands has made remarkable strides in the
past couple of years to improve their product and create
racing that their "customer" wants to bet. Of that there can
be little dispute. Creating a "clean" product and winning back
the bettors' confidence is the hallmark of their revival - but
shouldn't there be some transparency to what they're doing
with these "exclusions"? 
   I took this question to social media and found that most

respondents overwhelmingly answered yes, some with an
exclamation mark.  Take Twinspires
columnist/handicapper Derek Simon, for example, who
opines, "Cleaning up the sport without transparency is not
really cleaning up the sport. I think Gural's intent (at least
my perception of his intent) - to clean up the sport - is
great. However, the execution here is all wrong. There
needs to be transparency. It reminds me, a bit, of product
warning labels. If I see a label that says "keep away from
direct sunlight," I want to know why. Will the product cease
to be effective? Will it melt? Will it explode? If it is the
latter, I don't want the product at all! Simon continues,
"Likewise, as a bettor and one who loves the sport of
horse racing - in all its forms - I want to know WHY a
trainer or jockey or rider is being told to take a hike."
   Being that the Big M's focus during its resurgence has all
been related to the customer- bettors- I asked a varied
bunch of bettors in a Facebook handicapping group this
question: When a track "excludes" a horseman from
competition, such as The Meadowlands has done this
week with two trainers, should they make details available
to the betting public as to why? The responses of the 20
people that answered fairly quickly were telling. Sixteen, or
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Bill Perretti

80%, answered yes including long-time bettor AJ Magro,
who had this to say: "I believe they should because if I spent
money on a certain trainer's horses I would like to know the
past reason(s) and also for future reason(s) for exclusion for
wagering purposes." 
   David Schwartz, founder of the website The Horse
Handicapper.com answered the question with a question of
his own: “If a horsemen is being excluded, it must be for
cause. If there is a cause, why should it not be universally
known?" 
   Bettor Justin Pecora was a bit more pointed with his
comments. "They're being denied for a reason, the public
should and needs to know, especially when money is
involved. For the record I know Gural saved the place, but
this guy is playing judge, jury and executioner." 
      Retired horseman Freddy Hudson (of Roosevelt
Raceway fame) says he believes disclosure is important. "I
feel for the integrity of racing the public is entitled to know
the reason of a suspension or why someone is barred," he
remarks.
   Clearly, many of the bettors that responded said there was
a need to know. Those that voted "no" based their response
mainly on potential issues with legalities if there were to be a
pending lawsuit of some kind. 
   The flip side to all this is Gural's intent to card competitive
races with full fields. He has gone as far as to place
prominent ads asking for horsemen to support The
Meadowlands by keeping the entry box full, even when the
purses were not as high as competing ovals.  If you're trying
to attract entries, is banning participants with no explanation
going to help? Perhaps revealing as much detail as possible
would also deter other cheaters; food for thought. 

Bill Perretti Passes Away at Age 87

By Dean Hoffman
   You always knew exactly where you stood with Bill
Perretti, who passed away Wednesday. You knew because
Bill Perretti told you. In no uncertain terms.
   Undoubtedly, more people admired Bill Perretti than liked
him.  He was often not an easy man to like. Loud, rude,
profane---yes, he could be all of those. But no one ever
questioned his commitment to the horse business and he
was a major player in the Standardbred sport in recent
decades before his death this week at age 87.
   Also , no one ever doubted Perretti's gameness when he

wanted a horse. He had the money to back his bravado
and never flinched when the price of poker went up for the
best stock. He didn't like to lose a great horse. 

   Perretti came to his
interest in harness racing
after making his mark in the
car dealership world as
"Wild Bill." He had mixed
success with his horses at
first. Not easily discouraged,
he just dreamed in bigger
terms. He built Perretti
Farms and acquired the
services of Bob Marks, an
industry veteran with an
encyclopedic knowledge of
harness pedigrees and all
aspects of the game. 
He stocked his stud barn
with the likes of Matt's

Scooter, Malabar Man, Muscles Yankee, Artiscape,
Rocknroll Hanover and others of that ilk. 
   In a 2006 Hoof Beats article, Perretti was quoted as
being "vehemently" against the idea of limiting stallion
books. The shrewd businessman felt that harness racing
had many other issues of far greater importance
---including the rapid decline of wagering and shrinking
base of owners and fans---- to worry about limiting stallion
books.  
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John Campbell is nearing his return

   Perretti was well known for spending big for fillies, too.
He'd proven that in 1986, paying an astonishing $430,000 for
the Albatross filly Robin P Hanover. Though his farm
competed with the giant Pennsylvania nursery, Perretti
maintained close ties to Hanover Shoe Farms. Ironically, he
never knew Hanover founder Lawrence B. Sheppard, but the
two men were cut from much the same cloth: outspoken and
often blunt and relentless in their desire for the best
horseflesh the Standardbred business had to offer.  Both
Sheppard and Perretti were visionaries who didn't suffer
fools gladly.
   Every horse owner endures his share of heartbreak. If you
own livestock, sooner or later, you're going to own dead
stock. But it seemed that Perretti had more than his share of
misfortune in the past decade.
   In March, 2006, a fire---every horse owner's worst
nightmare--- swept through a barn at Perretti Farms,
resulting in the death of 24 mares and foals. Two years later,
Triple Crown winner Windsong's Legacy died unexpectedly
at Perretti Farms at age seven, before his best
foals-----Lucky Chucky and Chapter Seven---had raced.
   Last year Perretti-based supersire Rocknroll Hanover,
arguably the best pacing sire in the business, died at age 11
after siring Rock N Roll Heaven, A Rocknroll Dance, Put On
A Show and five other millionaires.
   His showplace Perretti Farms in central New Jersey was
vitiated in recent years by the fact that the Garden State
didn't have slots. Thus his stallions were competing against
those based in neighboring New York and Pennsylvania
where slots revenues boosted purses dramatically. It was a
travesty at times to see yearlings by Muscles Yankee and
Rocknroll Hanover selling for discounted prices simply
because New Jersey didn't have a robust sire stakes
program.
   Muscles Yankee, of course, had vaulted to the top of the
trotting ranks when he sired three Hambletonain
winners---Deweycheatumnhowe, Muscle Hill, and Muscle
Massive---a feat accomplished previously only by Star's
Pride in the mid-1960s.
   Those who worked with Perretti closely said he had a
remarkable ability to separate wheat from the chaff in sizing
up business problems. He wasn't afraid to break tradition or
step on toes. He also liked to be the one calling the shots.
He was one of the partners that purchased The Red Mile
and Tattersalls in 2000 and began revitalizing those aging
dowagers, but differences of opinion within the partnership
soon led Perretti to sell out.
   Few people in harness racing know about  Bill Perretti's
involvement with Thoroughbreds but last year his Forty
Tales was one of the best sophomore sprinters in America.
He won five races in 11 starts, earned $666,789, and is now
standing at stud in New York.  Perretti also plunked down
$380,000 for a Thoroughbred yearling filly last summer.
In an online posting shortly after Perretti's passing, faithful
employee Bob Marks said that the lyrics of Frank Sinatra's
signature song "My Way" summed up Bill Perretti's life.
   Yes, Bill Perretti certainly did things his way.

Campbell Hopes to be Back on March 28

   Though he has yet to get final clearance from his doctor,
Hall of Fame driver John Campbell is planning on returning

to action for the
March 28 card at the
Meadowlands.
Campbell has been
out since breaking
his collarbone in an
ice skating accident
in mid-February. He
was operated on on
Feb. 12.
   “Everything is

healing up well and there have been no complications,”
Campbell said. “Everything is going along just the way it is
supposed to. The bone has to fill in to be pretty solid
before I go back to work just because of the pressure you
put on it when you are using that much upper body
strength. The doctor was really happy with the pictures the
last time I was there but said it has to fill in and be more
solid. If you tear anything apart in there with that plate in
there you have to start all over.”
   Campbell said he will begin jogging horses as early as
next week and doesn’t expect there will be any rustiness
when he does return.
   “I will be training horses before I go back so I will be
good to go,” he said. “My range of motion is good, my
strength is good. There shouldn’t be any adjustment period
for me going back. I’ll want to win as soon as I come back.
It’s no fun losing.”

Foiled Again Wins Another Meadowlands

Qualifier

By Nick Salvi
   Friday qualifiers showcased several returning stars on a
chilly morning in East Rutherford, NJ.
Sevruga made his second appearance for the Andy / Julie
Miller barn and continued his return to form with a 1:54.2 /
28.1 win out of the pocket. He followed Detour Hanover’s
even fractions around the track before edging out head
stretch and widening as he pleased.

(continued on next page)
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Foiled Again had another
sharp qualifier yesterday at
the Meadowlands

    Heston Blue Chip made
his seasonal bow, plodding 
along through slow fractions
for Tetrick before a 27.1
sprint through the final
quarter in a 1:55 mile, pretty
much all in to hang on over a
hard charging Escape The
News.
   Ron Burke sent own a
bunch of good older horses
this morning and they pretty

much took over for the second half of the qualifying card.
    Foiled Again was sent to the front by Gingras in his
second go-‘round and tacked a 26.3 close on a 1:51.1 mile.
He was several lengths clear of the competition in a visually
impressive workout. Doctor Butch was second in a solid
effort.
   Top pacing mares came next and the tantalizing Burke
triumvirate of Camille (Kakaley), Rocklamation (Gingras) and
Charisma Hanover (Andy Miller) came together on the wire
in 1:51.4 with Rocklamation and Charisma Hanover closing
from a ways back into the 26.3 last quarter.  They looked
great.
   Sweet Lou looked the best of the lot today. He sat an early
pocket through the 57.2 half for Yannick, then ripped out of
the pocket through consecutive 27.2 / 26.2 quarters on the
end of the 1:51.1 mile on his own.
   Results and replays are available here
http://www.meadowlandsracetrack.com/results.aspx?racetyp
e=2 

Yonkers Announces Across-the-Board Purse

Increase 

BY FRANK DRUCKER, Publicity Director, Empire City @
Yonkers Raceway
   YONKERS, NY, Friday, March 14, 2014 – Yonkers

Raceway has announced an
across-the-board purse increase of
approximately 15 percent, beginning
with the race week of Monday,
March 24th.
   The new purse structure shall
range from $9,000 (for non-winners

of $5,000 in last six starts) to $38,000 (for the trio of weekly
Opens/Open Handicaps). The “old” range went from $6,500
to $33,000.
   “We realize that with Pocono and Harrah’s Philly opening,
horsemen have more choices, and we’re committed the
maintaining the best racing right here,” general manager Bob
Galterio said. “As always, we appreciate their support and
encourage everyone to take a look at the new purse
schedule.” 

Standardbred Retirement Foundation Still Has

Breedings Available to Top Stallions

   The Standardbred Retirement Foundation (SRF) has many

of the top stallion breedings available for 2014. Below is a
list of stallions available. Breeding donations are received
through the breeding season, so the list is not final. If you
have a breeding you will not be using this season we
would appreciate your consideration in donating to SRF
(gifts are tax deductible). 
   Stallions available include Conway Hall,
Deweycheatumnhowe, Lucky Chucky, Wishing Stone. So
Surreal, Camluck and others.
   For the full list click here  
   For inquiries, please contact Linda or Jannine at
732-446-4422 or email admin@srfmail.com  check back
for updates.  

Meadowlands Drivers’ Tournament To Pit

Legends vs Phenoms

    East Rutherford, NJ: Beginning on Saturday, March 22
The Meadowlands will host a six week tournament for
drivers that pits the sport's established stars against the
emerging new talent.
   Each Saturday night through April 19 (five legs) a point
tally determined by each driver’s order of finish will be kept
over the course of the entire race card and the top point
earner for each of those two groups will be awarded
$2,000 for their efforts.
    The tournament will conclude on April 26 with a final in
which the top point earners over the course of the five
preliminary legs will compete in a series of races on the
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Scott Zeron will
represent the
phenoms in Big M
driving competition 

A rendering of a proposed casino at
Monticello—but where is the
racetrack?

card. The winner of the final will be awarded $15,000,
second place is worth $5,000, third $3,000 and all other
finalists will receive $1,000. This event is jointly sponsored
by Jeff Gural and The Meadowlands with no effect on the
purse account.
   “During the Levy Series at Yonkers I thought this would be

an opportunity to reward those
drivers who remain loyal to the
Meadowlands and at the same time
create an opportunity for the
younger drivers to earn some extra
money,” said Meadowlands
Chairman Jeff Gural. “With
increased competition for the handle
looming we feel the need to
generate promotions that will hold
the interest of our customers.  
   “I think this is also a great chance
for out of town drivers to show off
their skills at the sport’s most
competitive racetrack during a time
when there will be increased
opportunity for them to get drives.
We welcome those young drivers
that would like to try their luck at The

Meadowlands.”
    There will be no specifically dedicated races for this
contest. All drivers will be competing for their own interests,
there is no team element other than to determine the top
point earners for the purpose of awarding the prizes.
The contest will consist of all races on each of the Saturday
programs and the process will remain as it normally is so far
as entering horses and driver selections. The trainers will
enter their horses listing the driver of their choice. The
drivers will make their choices with the judges by scratch
time and trainers will be required to call the judges and react
to those choices, then name whomever they wish if their first
choice has gone elsewhere. 
    The “Legends” will be comprised of Yannick Gingras,
David Miller, Corey Callahan, Tim Tetrick, Andy Miller and
John Campbell (who expects to return to the sulky on March
28).
   The “Phenoms” will include Scott Zeron, Andy McCarthy,
Joe Bongiorno, Marcus Miller, Jimmy Marohn, Jr, and Tyler
Smith among others.
   Any drivers not listed above who race at The
Meadowlands on the tournament Saturdays will compete as
members of the “Phenoms” and are eligible for any prize
awarded to that group.
   The drivers named above and any others will compete of
their own volition, as their personal schedule allows. They
may compete in as many or as few of the preliminary legs as
they choose.
    Contact Nick Salvi at (607) 972-5500  with inquiries.

Monticello Makes No Mention of New

Racetrack at Casino Site–And Horsemen Aren't

Happy About It

By Bill Finley
   The company that owns Monticello Racetrack unveiled
plans Thursday for a $750 million resort casino on the
sight of the old Concord Hotel. There was one problem,
though, not a word was said about putting a racetrack

there.
   It was
assumed that
new facility
would include a
racetrack and
the current
Monticello,
which has, to be
kind, seen
better days,
would be
shuttered. But it
now appears
that the

ownership group, which is headed by the Malaysian
company Genting, will not build a new track and will keep
racing at the old location 
   "According to all the plans I have seen I don't see a

(continued on next page)
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racetrack anywhere or even a mention of a racetrack," said
Monticello Harness Horsemen's Association President Alan
Schwartz. "The fact is they claimed at the presentation
they've been working on these plans for over two years.
They didn't just take the track out the other day. I am going
to assume they never had any intention of having a
racetrack at the Concord."
   Schwartz said his group was told that the new location
would include a modern racetrack and a facility that would
be a major improvement over the old rundown racetrack.
   "Last year they invited the horsemen's association to a
presentation at the Sullivan Hotel, showing us a rendering of
a new paddock, a new clubhouse, a new racetrack,” he said.
“They put on a dog and pony show for us and I do believe
that was to get us on board to support them in their casino
proposal. All it was was a dog and pony show. We were
certainly misled and I think they said what they said to only
to try to get our support."
   Under current regulations, the horsemen will not benefit
from any extra revenue that comes in from the full-fledged
casino. Not happy with that situation they have taken away
their permission allowing Monticello to simulcast its races
outside New York. The result has been a drastically reduced
handle which has led to sharp purse cuts and has cost the
track money.
   Schwartz said Monticello's apparent about face on building
a new racetrack has made him more determined than ever
to win the battle over the simulcasts.

By Brett Sturman
Race 7, C-1 Pace
   MORGAN SHARK has been overwhelmed at the higher
level in all his recent tries and now takes a key drop for
Burke and Gingras.  Four races back this one was 2/5
against a near "A" type level horse these days.  ARSENAL
was better last week on the drop but wasn't exactly
explosive; tough call at the short price.  I was surprised by
the amount of tote action that OLDE TIME HOCKEY took
last week; still seems up against it from out there although
worth keeping an eye on.  SIMPLY BUSINESS continues on
the comeback trail for Silva and lures Miller off a couple
others; interesting.  OUR CULLENSCROWN N did well to
chase home an even money favorite last out; will offer a big
price tonight as Smith picks up the call.

Race 8, B-2 Pace
   CODE WORD had the obligatory tour of the track in his
first start back last week since December and now drops
following that race against a pumped-up Panesthetic. 
7-year-old made over $200K last year as an older horse;
tough to ignore the connections too.  TARPON HANOVER
had traffic issues last week when loaded but it was only
after Andy elected to sit in; now it's back to the other Miller,
Dave.  ALSACE HANOVER was perfectly positioned last
out but was lacking; not as quick as he once was. 
DELAWARE HANOVER debuts for Lewis; KEEP GOING
can stay close from the rail for a share.

Race 9, C-2 Pace
   At least compared to some of the counterparts we saw
earlier in the week, this is actually a relatively strong group
of C-2 pacers.  THAT'S JUSTICE picks up McCarthy as
Callahan stays loyal to Lewis with SHARK ON BOARD,
but this one stands just as good a chance as any from the
rail.  Has now been nailed twice in a row but can beat
these with any semblance of a trip; price play.  SHADOW
MARGEAUX has been racing well but now tackles more
seasoned foes.  PEMBROKE DEWEY was Miller's pick of
three but hasn't seemed overly sharp this meet.  SHARK
FANTASY won at first asking in Burke barn debut; another
that steps up.  FREDDY DAY HANOVER drops to the
bottom but is yet to show anything since moving to
Fiumenero; tries to beat these on memory.  BETTOR B
makes his second start back and drops. 
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Race 10, N/W 2 Pace
   WEST MATTERS showed some potential last year as a
2-year-old and now makes his third start back as a
sophomore for the hot Julie Miller barn.  We can toss his first
try back when he was in against National Debt and now it
looks like Andy will take over driving from Meittinis; will be
heard from.  PIERCE has been in against superior rivals and
fast miles in all his recent tries but he's come up short at this
level many times when well supported; no cinch.  NITRO
SEELSTER was able to keep up last week to stay on for
second; goes third start for the barn from the second tier. 
FLYING COWBOY showed speed last week as a big
longshot.
$6 ticket ($1 base):  2 / 6 / 1-4-6 / 7-9
$36 ticket ($1 base):  2-3-10 / 3-6 / 1-3-4-5 / 7-9

Track Race Gait Purse
Meadowlands 1st, Clyde Hirt Pace $20,000 pps
Meadowlands 2nd, A-2 to FFA Pace $30,000 pps
Meadowlands 3rd, Clyde Hirt Pace $20,000 pps
Meadowlands 11th, Clyde Hirt Pace $20,000 pps
Past performances courtesy of TrackMaster. For full cards
go to www.trackmaster.com 

 2, M, $20,000, T, HORSE & GROOM N/W 4 PM Races or
$175,000 Lifetime Up to & Including 12/15/2013 1st Leg,
27.4, 58.0, 1:27.4, 1:55.1, FT
1-Amigo Ranger (h, 5, Amigo Hall--Armbro Aperitif, by
King Conch) O-Burke Racing Stable LLC & Weaver
Bruscemi LLC & Rtc Stables Inc. B-Allister & Loretta M
Webster, CA. T-Ron Burke. D-Corey Callahan, $10,000,
Lifetime Record: 52-10-6-9, $194,079
To view the replay click here

4, M, $15,000, P, WINTER SURVIVOR SERIES Starters
For a Base Claiming Price of $15,000 or Less Once in the
Last 4 Starts Up to & Including 2/20/2014 2nd Leg, 26.3,
55.0, 1:23.2, 1:51.1, FT
1-Cane Ridge (g, 8, Cambest--Camus, by Artsplace),
$30,000 2007 SHS-HBG O-Douglas C Dilloian Jr & Darius
P Oshidar & East Wind Stable. B-Walnut Hall Limited.
T-Doug Dilloian Jr. D-Corey Callahan, $7,500, Lifetime
Record: 136-18-26-15, $266,792
To view the replay click here

6, M, $30,000, T, A-2/FFA Handicap Post Positions Drawn
According to Class, 27.1, 56.0, 1:25.1, 1:52.1, FT
1-Modern Family (h, 5, Cantab Hall--Domestic Diva, by
Yankee Glide), $110,000 2010 LEX-SEL O-Daryl Scott
Bier & Charles A Dombeck & Richard Poillucci.
B-Kentuckiana Farms Gen Par. T-Daryl Bier. D-Tim
Tetrick, $15,000, Lifetime Record: 42-15-5-5, $313,822
2-Dw's Ny Yank (g, 5, Dilbert Hanover--Nicky Mantle, by
Muscles Yankee) O-Burke Racing Stable LLC & Howard A
Taylor & Weaver Bruscemi LLC. B-W D La Page Stable.
T-Ron Burke. D-Yannick Gingras, $7,500
3-Daylon Magician (h, 6, Kadabra--Daylon Marvel, by
Super Pleasure) O-Daylon Farms LTD, CA. B-David O
Lemon, CA. T-Mark Ford. D-David Miller, $3,600
Calls: Q, 1Q, 1, 1Q, 1Q - Finish Order: Not Afraid, Twin B
Spike Man, World Cup, Money On My Mind, Sweet Justice
To view the replay click here

7, M, $15,000, P, WINTER SURVIVOR SERIES Starters
For a Base Claiming Price of $15,000 or Less Once in the
Last 4 Starts Up to & Including 2/20/2014 2nd Leg, 28.2,
58.0, 1:26.3, 1:53.4, FT
1-Mattador D (g, 6, Shotgun Scott--Mattaprocessor, by
Matt's Scooter) O-Carly L Roman. B-J Belle Bauman.
T-Brad Irvine. D-Joe Bongiorno, $7,500, Lifetime Record:
90-23-10-9, $167,665
To view the replay click here
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11, M, $22,500, P, Fillies & Mares B-1/A-2 Handicap Post
Positions Drawn According to Class, 26.4, 54.1, 1:22.1,
1:49.1, FT
1-Somwherovrarainbow (m, 4, Somebeachsomewhere -
Rainbow Blue, by Artiscape) O-Theodore Gewertz &
Diamond Creek Racing. B-K & R Racing LLC & Teague Inc.
T-Joe Holloway. D-Tim Tetrick, $11,250, Lifetime Record:
26-13-5-3, $897,509
To view the replay click here

12, M, $20,000, T, HORSE & GROOM N/W 4 PM Races or
$175,000 Lifetime Up to & Including 12/15/2013 1st Leg,
27.1, 56.4, 1:25.2, 1:53.1, FT
1-Bambino Glide (g, 4, Yankee Glide--Raising The Bar,
by Angus Hall), $40,000 2011 CAN-YS O-Kapildeo Singh &
Shakoor's Racing Stable LLC. B-Diane N Ingham, CA &
Harry A Rutherford, CA. T-Julie Miller. D-Andy Miller,
$10,000, Lifetime Record: 20-9-1-3, $104,233
To view the replay click here

6, YR, $33,000, P, F&M OPEN HANDICAP POST
POSITION 1 ASSIGNED POST POSITIONS 2-8 DRAWN,
28.0, 58.1, 1:26.1, 1:53.4, FT
1-Royal Cee Cee N (m, 8, Christian Cullen--Royal Van, by
Sokys Atom) O-Mark A Harder. B-P K Brand, NZ. T-Mark
Harder. D-Brian Sears, $16,500, Lifetime Record:
91-35-18-13, $1,021,562
2-Cocoa Beach (m, 6, Mach Three--Lils Surfergirl, by
Jenna's Beach Boy) O-Brittany M Robertson. B-Brian E & Dr
David G Legge, CA & Robert A Stewart, CA. T-Brittany
Robertson. D-Ron Pierce, $8,250
3-Fashion Mystery (m, 6, Real Artist--Marfa Hanover, by
Western Hanover), $27,000 2009 SHS-HBG O-Gilberto
Garcia-Herrera. B-Arlene L & Jules J Siegel. T-Gilbert
Garcia-Herrera. D-Eric Carlson, $3,960
Calls: 1Q, 1T, 2Q, 1H, T - Finish Order: Krispy Apple,
Ramalama, Feeling You, Swinging Beauty, Ideal In Vegas
To view the replay click here

8, YR, $33,000, T, OPEN HANDICAP POST POSITIONS
1-4 DRAWN POST POSITIONS 5-8 ASSIGNED, 28.0, 58.0,
1:26.1, 1:54.4, FT
1-Super Manning (g, 6, Diamond Goal--Judy's Gold
Digger, by Muscles Yankee) O-Joseph Pennacchio.
B-Joseph Pennacchio. T-Kevin Carr. D-Matt Kakaley,
$16,500, Lifetime Record: 83-19-21-10, $391,584
2-Backstreet Hanover (m, 6, Andover Hall--Bye Bye Kerry,
by S J's Photo), $45,000 2009 LEX-SEL O-David R Hamm.
B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-Allan Johnson. D-Eric
Carlson, $8,250
3-Calchips Brute (h, 8, Credit Winner--Petite Serenade, by
Sierra Kosmos), $60,000 2007 SHS-HBG O-Diane L
Giuliano. B-Diane L Giuliano. T-Trond Smedshammer.
D-Jordan Stratton, $3,960
Calls: 9H, 4H, 1Q, 1, 3Q - Finish Order: Zooming, Traverse
Seelster, Tober, Lorenzo Dream, Tall Cotton
To view the replay click here

11, YR, $20,000, T, NON-WINNERS OF $30,000 IN LAST
6 STARTS, 28.2, 58.4, 1:27.4, 1:56.4, FT
1-Mm's Lucky Boy (g, 7, Malabar Millennium -
American Leggs, by American Winner) O-Allard Racing
Inc, CA & Yves Sarrazin, CA. B-William E Altmeyer Sr.
T-Rene Allard. D-Brian Sears, $10,000, Lifetime Record:
84-19-14-11, $360,966
To view the replay click here

12, YR, $20,000, P, F&M NON-WINNERS OF $28,000 IN
LAST 6 STARTS, 28.0, 56.4, 1:25.1, 1:53.3, FT
1-Angels Delight (m, 4, Rocknroll Hanover -
Belovedangel, by Artsplace) O-Joseph Pennacchio.
B-Lothlorien, CA. T-Kevin Carr. D-Matt Kakaley, $10,000,
Lifetime Record: 37-12-5-5, $99,486
To view the replay click here
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